Flow encoded NMR spectroscopy for quantification of metabolite flow in intact plants.
An NMR flow quantification technique applicable to metabolite flow in plants is presented. It combines flow sensitive magnetization preparation with slice selective spectroscopy. Flow encoded NMR spectroscopy is described to quantify, for the first time, flow velocities of metabolites in plants non-invasively. Flow sensitivity is introduced by magnetization preparation based on a stimulated echo experiment, prior to slice selective spectroscopy. For flow quantification eight different flow-weighted spectra are collected. With this flow preparation very slow flow velocities down to 0.1mm/s can be detected and small amounts of flowing metabolites can be observed despite the large background signal of stationary and flowing water. Important sequence optimization steps include appropriate choice of experimental parameters used for flow encoding as well as complete balancing of eddy currents from the flow encoding gradients. The method was validated in phantom experiments and applied in vivo. Examples of quantitative flow measurements of water and metabolites in phantoms and plants are provided to demonstrate the reliability and the performance of flow encoded spectroscopy.